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Pack your bags, grab your sleeping bag, camping gear and let's go! As you read this
comprehensive volume, you will need to unpack carefully the information contained and savor
the contents slowly to enjoy fully the intent of the authors. According to the authors in the
preface, the four main goals of the book are: to fill a void in the literature relative to best
practices, outcomes, and resources for including youth with disabilities in traditional outdoor
programs; validate positive aspects of planned outdoor programs as well as the importance of
planning for benefits of inclusive aspects; provide a multi-disciplinary approach; and, promote
increased opportunities for youth with disabilities to be included in outdoor programs.

These lofty goals are achieved in five parts with 12 chapters to organize the materials. A CD,
Outdoor Program Evaluation Battery, is also included with the book. Although the book is only
around 300 pages, the message is broad, direct, and concrete; facts and details are prevalent while
theories and concepts remain in the background. Part I, Foundations, lays the groundwork with
a brief overview of the purpose, research, laws, and benefits associated with outdoor programs
for youth.

The two research studies, the National Camp Evaluation Project (NCEP) and the National
Inclusive Camp Practices (NICP), referenced throughout the book are introduced in Part I.
Research methods used in the NCEP and the NICP are listed as well as a list of categories of
outdoor programs and potential users of these programs. A holistic approach to outdoor programs
is espoused with a list of 13 principles offered. In order to support the holistic approach a
multi-disciplinary perspective is used. Implications for outdoor programs from many legislative
aspects such as related services are discussed. Throughout the book, the theme of benefits is
linked to specific and measurable outcomes. This part of the book concludes with five tables that
summarize the benefits of inclusive programs to youth from the perspective of parents,
counselors, research assistants, camp directors, and program specialists.

Part II describes the preparation and groundwork necessary for development of inclusive
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outdoor programs then discusses the details of daily operations needed for these activities to be
carried out. The suggestions in this part are based on the experiences and recommendations of
14 directors of inclusive camps and outdoor programs who participated in the NICP study. There
are specific actions suggested such as developing an Inclusion Position Statement for the
organization. Other areas discussed are initiating the inclusion program, staff roles, organiza-
tional structure, training, and possible partnerships. The details of daily operations are grouped
into four sections: program wide, activity areas, living groups, and individualized support.
Numerous lists and outlines report the suggestions for inclusive practices then describe the
practices and provide examples. One illustration of a best practice obtained from the surveys and
interviews with staff is: Pracrfce-Provide More Time to Complete an Activity. An example of a
way to put this practice into operation-The program is organized so campers can stay or leave
an activity as needed.

Part III provides an inside view of five different inclusive outdoor residential programs for
youth. The programs profiled in these chapters are a Girl Scout Camp in Illinois, a Catholic
Youth Organization Camp in Indiana, an Outdoor School Program in a school district in Oregon,
and two different Campfire USA programs in Texas and Washington. Each program highlights
the inclusion process for a specific disability which are visual impairment, deaf, learning
disability/behavior disorder, autism, and multiple/severe disability. Although the descriptions are
very specific to the program and disability being described, the profiles are structured in a
consistent format.

Each chapter is introduced with comments from persons central to the program, such as a
participant and staff. Then the factual information on the facility used and organization of the
program is outlined providing information such as the number of units, type of activities and
population served. A history and development of the inclusive practice at each program is then
detailed. Distinctive accommodations utilized at each particular program are provided. Numer-
ous tables listing examples of inclusive practices pertinent to the program are included. Training
strategies for staff are described. Then some examples of the communication methods with
parents are cited. Finally, a section discussing the formation and maintenance of a community
that values inclusion concludes the chapter. The profiles from Part III contain detailed informa-
tion with specific examples that would be helpful to an organization wanting to initiate an
inclusive outdoor program for youth or an agency with a program that needs to develop a plan
for expanding the inclusive efforts.

Part IV focuses on evaluation, research, and future directions for inclusive outdoor programs.
Information on data collection, assessment instruments, and practical applications of the results
are included. The importance of an outcome-based approach is stressed throughout the two
chapters in this part. A comprehensive and detailed report on the results of the NICP is provided.
Justification for inclusive practices can be gleaned from Part IV. This section concludes with a
brief discussion based on the findings from the nationwide study. Overall, the authors state that
the research supports inclusive programming.

Part V is a very practical, helpful conclusion to the book. Resources are provided which
include sample job descriptions, organizations to contact, examples of a variety of measurement
instruments, and contact details on the programs in the research. This section can be a great boost
to students, administrator, researchers, and others interested in the inclusive process for outdoor
programs for youth.

One of the strengths of the book for both practitioners and researchers are the many tables and
figures that enhance and clarify the narrative passages. Detailed examples of measurement
instruments and the CD, Outdoor Program Evaluation Battery, also add to the practical
applications for the reader. Quotes and photographs used liberally throughout the book are a plus
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in personalizing the information. Although there are five authors listed many others contributed
to the details. The brief descriptions of the main and contributing authors illustrates the
multi-disciplinary foundation for the approach used in this book. Even though some of the
information presented is repetitive, the four main goals of the authors are met in the opinion of
this reviewer. You can be assured your journey through the pages of Including Youth with
Disabilities in Outdoor Programs: Best Practices, Outcomes, and Resources will warrant many
returns to continue unpacking the useful, practical details.

Reviewed by: Jo Ann Coco-Ripp, Ph.D., CTRS. University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah
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